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Consumer-Produced Videos are 
Growing in the Internet
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• YouTube claims 65k 100k video uploads 
per day or 48 72 hours every minute  

• Youku (Chinese YouTube) claims 80k video 
uploads per day 

• Facebook claims 415k video uploads per 
day!

•



Why do we care?
Consumer-Produced Multimedia allows 
empirical studies at never-before seen 
scale.
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Spontaneous motor entrainment to music in multiple vocal mimicking species 
A Schachner, TF Brady, IM Pepperberg, MD Hauser - Current Biology, 2009
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Results: Google



Challenges I
User-provided tags are:
- sparse
- any language
- imply random context

Solution: Use the actual audio and video 
content for search.



Challenges II
Research to search the actual audio and 
video information is hindered by:
- YouTube videos not legally 

downloadable
- No reliable annotation
- Search in YouTube doesn’t work  

(see Challenges I…)



100M videos and images, and a growing pool of tools for research 
with easy access through Cloud Computing

100.2M Photos
800K Videos

Features for Machine Learning
(Visual, Audio, Motion, etc.)

Supported in part by NSF Grant 1251276  
“BIGDATA: Small: DCM: DA: Collaborative Research: 

SMASH: Scalable Multimedia content AnalysiS in a High-level language”

Tools for Searching, 
Processing, and Visualizing

Benchmarks & Grand Challenges:

User-Supplied Metadata 
and New Annotations

Collaboration Between Academia and Industry:

Creative Commons or 
Public Domain

The Multimedia Commons



100.2M Photos
800K Videos User-Supplied Metadata 

B. Thomee, D. A. Shamma, B. Elizalde, G. Friedland, K. Ni, D. Poland, D. Borth, L. Li:
The New Data in Multimedia Research, Communications of the ACM, Feb 2016.

YFCC100M 
(Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons 100M)



Ground Truth Annotations

YLI Corpus 
(Yahoo Livermore ICSI Corpus)

Features for Machine Learning
(Visual, Audio, Motion, etc.)

Julia Bernd, Damian Borth, Benjamin Elizalde, Gerald Friedland, Heather Gallagher, 
Luke Gottlieb, Adam Janin, Sara Karabashlieva, Jocelyn Takahashi, Jennifer Won: The 
YLI-MED Corpus: Characteristics, Procedures, and Plans, ICSI Technical Report 
TR-15-001, arXiv:1503.04250. 



Tools for Searching, 
Processing, and Visualizing

SMASH
(Scalable Multimedia content AnalysiS in a High-level 
Language )

Storage and  
Cloud Formation Template

http://multimedia.icsi.berkeley.edu/scalable-big-data-analysis/smash/



The Multimedia Commons: An Open Infrastructure for 
Large-Scale Multimedia Research

http://mmcommons.org

http://mmcommons.org
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Challenges II 

Challenges I 



Work on Multimedia Content Retrieval

- Computer Vision: Focus on solving the 
AI problem, e.g. through object labeling 

- Video Retrieval:
- Computer Vision techniques
- Motion
- Audio
- Metadata
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Our Approaches to Content-based 
Video Search

- Focus on events (time and location) 

- Combine text and image/video 
similarity searches and event search  

- Try to ‘translate’ multimedia data into 
text 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http://mmle.icsi.berkeley.edu

Events: Multimodal Location Estimation

http://mmle.icsi.berkeley.edu/mmle/


Intuition for the Approach
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{berkeley,	sathergate,	
campanile}

{berkeley,	haas}

{campanile} {campanile,	haas}

Node:	Geoloca7on	of	
video

Edge:	Correlated	loca7ons	
(e.g.	common	tag,	visual,	
acous7c	feature)

Edge	Poten,al:	Strength	of	an	edge,	
(e.g.	posterior	distribu7on	of	loca7ons	
given	common	tags)

p(xi, xj |{tki } � {tkj })

p(xj |{tkj })p(xi|{tki })



J. Choi, G. Friedland, V. Ekambaram, K. Ramchandran: "Multimodal Location 
Estimation of Consumer Media: Dealing with Sparse Training Data," in 
Proceedings of IEEE ICME 2012, Melbourne, Australia, July 2012.

Text



• Which city was this recorded in?  
Pick one of: Amsterdam, Bangkok, Barcelona, Beijing, Berlin, 
Cairo, CapeTown, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Duesseldorf, Fukuoka, 
Houston, London, Los Angeles, Lower Hutt, Melbourne, Moscow, 
New Delhi, New York, Orlando, Paris, Phoenix, Prague, Puerto Rico, 
Rio de Janeiro, Rome, San Francisco, Seattle, Seoul, Siem Reap, 
Sydney, Taipei, Tel Aviv, Tokyo, Washington DC, Zuerich

• Solution: Tokyo, highest confidence score!
•

An Experiment

Listen!



Evento360: Search with Combined 
Textual, Visual, and Acoustic Features
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‘Translate Multimedia’: Scenario
Empirical Study: How do Children learn 
to catch a ball?



Properties of Consumer-Produced 
Videos of Multimedia Commons

- Visuals: No constraints in angle, number 
of cameras, cutting, editing

- Audio: 70% heavy noise, 50% speech, 
any language, 40% dubbed, 3% 
professional content

- Metadata: geotags correlated with 
technology adaptation, tags in high part 
of Zipf distribution



Example Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6QXcP3Xvus



Restricting Myself to Audio Content (for 
now)

- Where I have experience
- Lower dimensionality
- Underexplored Area
- Useful data source for other audio tasks



Challenges
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Audio signal is composed of the 
- actual signal, 
- the microphone, 
- the environment, 
- noise, 
- other audio
- compression,
- etc…



Analyzing the Audio Track
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Ball sound
Male voice (near)

Child’s voice (distant)
Child’s whoop (distant)

Room tone

Cameron learns to catch (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6QXcP3Xvus)



Three High-Level Approaches
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- Get into signal processing 
- Ignore the issue and just have the 

machine figure it out
- Do both.



Build a Classifier…
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Benjamin Elizalde, Howard Lei, Gerald Friedland, "An i-vector Representation of Acoustic Environments for Audio-based 
Video Event Detection on User Generated Content" IEEE International Symposium on Multimedia ISM2013. (Anaheim, 
CA, USA)

Mirco Ravanelli, Benjamin Elizalde, Karl Ni, Gerald Friedland, "Audio Concept Classification with Hierarchical Deep Neural 
Networks EUSIPCO 2014. (Lisbon, Portugal)

Benjamin Elizalde, Mirco Ravanelli, Karl Ni, Damian Borth, Gerald Friedland. “Audio-Concept Features and Hidden Markov 
Models for Multimedia Event Detection” Interspeech Workshop on Speech, Language and Audio in Multimedia SLAM 2014. 
(Penang, Malaysia)

L. Jing, B Liu, A. Janin, J. Choi, J. Bernd. M. Mahoney, G. Friedland: A Discriminative and Compact Audio 
Representation for Event Detection, ACM Multimedia 2016 (to appear).



Ignore the Signal Properties, build a 
Classifier

29

Event Category Train DevTest 
E001 Board Tricks 160 111
E002 Feeding Animal 160 111
E003 Landing a Fish 122 86
E004 Wedding 128 88
E005 Woodworking 142 100
E006 Birthday Party 173 0
E007 Changing Tire 110 0
E008 Flash Mob 173 0
E009 Vehicle Unstuck 131 0
E010 Grooming animal 136 0
E011 Make a Sandwich 124 0
E012 Parade 134 0
E013 Parkour 108 0
E014 Repairing Appliance 123 0
E015 Sewing 116 0
Other Random other N/A 3755



General Observations
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Classifier problems:
–Too much noise
–If it works: Why does it work?
–Idea doesn’t scale to text search: How 

many classes?
–Annotations: Boundaries not clear 
 
Idea: Go unsupervised!



Zipf?
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Percepts
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Definition: an impression of an object 
obtained by use of the senses. 
(Merriam Webster’s)

• Well re-discovered in robotics btw...



Approach
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• Extract “audible units” aka percepts.

• Determine which percepts are common 
across a set of videos we are looking for 
but uncommon to others.

• Similar to text document search. 



Conceptual System Overview
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Percepts 
Extraction

Audio Signal

Percepts 
Weighing

Classification

Concept (test)

Concept (train)



Percepts Extraction
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• High number of initial segments
• Features: MFCC19+D+DD+MSG
• Minimum segment length: 30ms
• Train Model(A,B) from Segments A,B 

belonging to Model(A) and Model(B) and 
compare using BIC:

• Derived from Speaker Diarization

EXAMPLE SYSTEM COMPONENTS 525

down”. The former incorporates agglomerative hierarchical in wclustering, in which an
initially large number of clusters are gradually merged to increase (or decrease) some
chosen metric, using a stopping criterion to determine when to discontinue the merging
process. The latter uses divisive clustering, which starts with a small number of initial
clusters (sometimes one) and performs splits according to a metric, using a stopping
criterions to determine when to stop splitting. In both cases, the goal is to achieve an
optimum number of clusters (ideally corresponding to the number of speakers), and also to
determine the start and end points for each segment in each cluster.

The most common measure of goodness for a particular choice of merging two
segments (or splitting a single one into two) is the so-called Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) [5]. The quantity to be compared between a single segment and two separate segments
is

log p(X |Q)� 1
2

lK log N (42.2)

where X is the sequence of speech features in the segment (such as mel cepstra), Q
are the parameters of the statistical model for the segment, K is the number of parameters
for the model, N is the number of speech feature vectors (e.g., frames) in the segment,
and l is an optimization parameter, which ideally should be 1.0, but in reality is tuned for
good results based on experience. Even if the number of parameters in each comparison are
constrained to be the same, there are still some hyperparameters to be chosen. For instance,
the number of initial segments (for the bottom-up approach) and the initial number of
Gaussians per model can both be critical choices. The type of initialization used for the
first segmentation can also be critical.

Note that the first term is simply the log likelihood of the segment, while the second
term accounts for complexity. Without the second term, the optimum value would simply
be one that had the largest number of segments (and parameters), since this would best fit
the data. However, the presence of the tuning term l is a bothersome limitation, since its
proper setting depends on the availability of a comparable development set. In [1], it was
proposed that the number of parameters be kept constant between the models that would be
compared (e.g., between ascribing two segments to a single model or to two different ones).
This would mean that the second term would be irrelevant. In other words, as long as the
number of parameters are kept the same, models can be compared based on log likelihood
alone and still fulfill the BIC.

Most commonly, the statistical model used to represent each cluster is a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM). As described in earlier chapters, this is a weighted sum of Gaussian
distributions, where most commonly each Gaussian is parameterized by a mean vector and
a diagonal only covariance matrix. The underlying model for the entire speech sample is
typically a Hidden Markov Model, where each state corresponds to a cluster (represented
by a GMM), and so the actual segmentation for each iteration of the segmentation is
determined by a Viterbi realignment. Since speaker turns usually don’t occur every frame,
a minimum duration constraint is enforced for each speech segment, a typical value is 2.5
seconds, to make sure speakers are clustered, not phones or other units. The following



Percepts Dictionary
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•Percepts extraction works on 
a per-video basis 
•Use k-means to unify 
percepts across videos in the 
same set and build „prototype 
percepts“ 
•Represent video sets by 
supervectors of prototype 
percepts = “words”



Questions...
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• How many unique “words“ define a 
particular concept?

• What’s the occurrence frequency of the 
„words“ per set of video?

• What’s the cross-class ambiguity of the 
„words“?

• How indicative are the highest frequent 
„words“ of a set of videos?



Properties of “Words”
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• Sometimes same “word” describes more 
percepts (homonym)

• Sometimes same percepts are described 
by the different “words” (synonym)

• Sometimes multiply “words” needed to 
describe one percepts
=> Problem?

•



Distribution of “Words”
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Histogram of top-300 “words”.

Long-Tailed Distribution (~ Zipf)



Recap: TF/IDF
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•TF(ci, Dk) is the frequency of “word” ci in concept Dk. 
•P(ci = cj|cj ϵ Dk)  is the probability that “word” ci  equals cj in 
concept Dk

•|D| is the total number of concepts
•P(ci ϵ Dk) is the probability of “word” ci  in concept Dk 



Classify the Words
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• Have: New input video and set of 
representative videos

• Need: Does this belong to the same set
• Classifier takes 300 tuples of (“words“,TF-

IDF values) as input 
• Use SVM with Intersection Kernel 

(IKSVM) / Deep Learning
•



System Overview
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Percepts 
Extraction

Multimedia
Document

Percepts 
Selection Classification

Concept (test)

Concept (train)

Diarization &
K-Means

Audio Track TFIDF SVM

Concept (test)

Concept (train)

Framework:

Realization:



Audio-Only Detection in TRECVID 
MED 2011
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Error at FA=6%: Miss = 58%



Visualization of Zipfian Percepts
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• Top-1 percepts very representative of 
concept. 

•



Future Work
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• Can Big Data beat signal processing?
• Explore audio analysis methods for 

computing
• Create multimedia content analysis 

algorithms that are universal, i.e. work with 
any data

• Enable scientific discovery by leveraging 
consumer-produced images and videos.



Thank You!
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Questions?



Let there be Zipf
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• Let’s assume the distributions of 
Percepts per Concept follows a ranking 
function:

   
  with k rank (sorted by highest to lowest  
  frequency), s=1, N number of Percepts.

f(k, s,N) = 1/ks

PN
n=1(1/n

s)



Observations
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• It follows the CDF is: 
   
  with k rank (sorted by highest to lowest  
  frequency), s=1, N number of Percepts         
  and 

CDF (k, s,N) = Hk,s

HN,s

Hn,m =
Pn

k=1
1

km



Properties of Zipfian “Percepts”
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• Distribution allows to distinguish key-
percepts from noise: A lot less data is 
better for training!

•

Top N Actual Hits Predicted Hits Error Ambiguity
1 17% 16% 1% 0%
3 35% 30% 5% 0%
5 46% 36% 10% 20%
10 56% 46% 10% 24%
20 84% 57% 27% 27%
40 99% 68% 31% 31%

Table 1: Predicted descriptiveness of the top-N percepts for

different values of N in comparison to the measurements on

TRECVID MED11 as well as observed model impurity in %.

While it remains unclear how complete the models are, our

theoretical prediction is roughly within the range of actual hits

considering the ambiguity.

plified supervectors, resulting in clusters that represent prototype
clusters, which we define as being our percepts.

The entire video concept detection system based on the frame-
work outlined above is show in Figure 1 in comparison with the
conceptual approach outlined in previous sections. The diarization
and K-means step represents the percepts extraction. Each concept
is represented by 300 percepts, which we used to perform the ex-
periments described in the next section. The GMMs corresponding
to the percepts are then used to detect the same percepts in the audio
tracks of the test videos. This allows a direct mapping comparison
between the percepts in the training and test set. The top-N per-
cepts selection follows a TFIDF approach [6] and a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) is used to perform the final classification. The
SVM classification is described in detail in [3], however, without
the proceeding steps.

7. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

As a first experiment, we want to verify that our framework ac-
tually can estimate the descriptiveness for the top-n percepts. We
focused our experiments on a smaller set of videos containing the
same 5 classes for train and test, with a total of 662 clips of train-
ing data, and 492 clips of test data. As discussed in the previous
Section, we extracted 300 percepts for each concept in the training
set. After that, we extracted 300 percepts for each test video. In
this experiment, we control for the class both in test and training
set in order be able to match the percepts perfectly between test
and training. We then wanted to know how many videos in the test
set actually match the training percepts in their perspective class,
given a reduction to the top-n highest frequent percepts. In other
words, assuming the training videos in MED 11 as a complete set
of percepts for each concept (perfect model), how well are the per-
cepts represented in the test set. Table 1 shows the results of the
experiment. We show the predicted descriptiveness of the top-n
percepts for different values of n as calculated using Observation 2
and compare it to the empirically observed data. The measurements
are obtained by counting the matching videos for all concepts vs.
the non-matching. In other words, the top-1 column shows how
many videos could in theory already be classified just based on the
top-1 occurring percept. The ambiguity is determined by counting
the number of homonymous percepts. As can be seen, the predic-
tion error is pretty low and correlates with the ambiguity, which
provides evidence for the validity of our framework. Please note,
real-world audio percepts only approximate the Zipfian distribution
and the models are not complete.

As a second experiment, we wanted to show that classification
based on the top-n percepts, will improve classification accuracy
dramatically, therefore providing evidence for our main hypothe-
sis: There is no data like less data. For this experiments, we se-
lected only training videos that contain a) the top-20 percepts (as
determined by TFIDF), b) 20 random percepts and c) the low-20

Error Baseline Top 20 Low 20
False Alarm 6% 6% 6%
Miss 72% 66% 79%
EER 31% 31% 35%

Table 2: Change of classification error using FA/Miss as defined

by TRECVID MED and using Equal-Error-Rate for no per-

cepts selection, top-20 frequent percepts and low-20 frequent

percepts. Even though our method does not yet account for

ambiguity, less data is better than all data.

percepts (as determined by TFIDF). We trained the SVM classifi-
cation system overviewed in Section 6 (and detailed in [7, 3]) using
the three options and measured the classification accuracy. Table 2
shows the results. Even though we only selected on the level of
videos rather than percepts and so not all ambiguities and noise
has been filtered, the classification accuracy changes dramatically
based on the selection of top percepts. Please note, that the num-
bers are not comparable with related work because the system was
not tuned in any way as the only goal was to prove our point. Also
note that the results are based exclusively on audio and averaged
over all 5 classes.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a theoretical framework that allows to reason quan-
titatively and qualitatively about video concept detection even when
multimedia documents have no obvious structure. Our framework
is media independent and our supporting experiments were con-
ducted on a publicly-available large set of consumer-produced videos.
Future work includes extending the framework and learning more
from the natural language community and the original TREC eval-
uations (that later resulted in TRECVID). Our next steps will also
include building an actual system that will utilize the predictive
power of our framework in different modalities by eliminating noisy
percepts. A limitation of the approach is that percepts do not nec-
essarily overlap with human percepts, therefore, introspection and
analysis of concept detection results by human requires an inter-
mittent step: a translator from machine-generated percepts-concept
mappings, i.e. languages, to human languages.
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Properties of: Zipfian “Properties”
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• Distribution allows prediction of 
“completeness” of training data


